
Launceston 16th November 2014 

 

RACE 1 : This is a very open race to start the night. THESE DAYS (1) draws ideally as should be able to 

kick up and hold the lead so will take plenty of beating. COOKED BOOKS (3) was a little unlucky last 

start when flashed home and ran second. He draws much better here so is sure to be in the finish. 

JASPER RULER (4) is finally starting to deliver the promise he has always shown. He draws to settle 

handy so will take holding out. FAITHFUL JET (7) is another that has resumed in good fashion so 

despite the wide draw is a chance here. ONEMORELAUGH (5) , BUCKSAROO (6) 

,CYRILFROMTHEPOCKET (10) and WIPETHESMILE (11) are a must for the exotics. 

TOP PICK : THESE DAYS (1) is the one to beat from the draw. 

DANGERS : COOKED BOOKS (3) will take plenty of beating along with FAITHFUL JET (7). 

ROUGHIE : CYRILFROMTHEPOCKET (10) can place at odds. 

RATINGS : 1 - 3 4 7 - 5 6 10 11 - 2 8 9 - 12 

 

RACE  2 : This is a race for the three year old and older non winners. FUSCIENNE (1) is a first starter 

who is very well related who is a half sister to Beautide. She draws ideally so is sure to take plenty of 

beating as this is not a strong race. SUPA SUNSHINE (3) was very unlucky last start when his manners 

cost him a winning chance so if his on his best behaviour can win at good odds. BALDOCK (8) was 

much better when got away with them and sat parked to run a gallant second so has to be a chance 

here with a safe beginning. MEI GEI (5) will strip much fitter for his first up run so is a good hope 

here. TERRITORIAL (2) had his chance last start when finished he draws here so has to be given 

another chance. CARDINAL BILL (4) and MY MATE TYSON (10) will be better for there latest runs so 

win wouldn’t shock. 

TOP PICK : FUSCIENNE (1) from the draw and her breeding makes her hard to beat. 

DANGERS : SUPA SUNSHINE (3) can win this at odds if on best behaviour so is the danger along with 

MEI GEI (5). 

ROUGHIE : BALDOCK (8) can win at odds. 

RATINGS : 1 - 2 3 5 8 - 4 10 - 6 7 9 

 

RACE 3 : This is a C1/C2. VANDER JENKINS (7) has been racing very well so despite the wide draw will 

take plenty of beating in this. LIVIA DEGEROLSTEIN (6) resumes here but has the ability to run a race 

first up at odds. MISS LIVELY (1) draws well here so if she can muster the gate speed to hold up will 

give plenty of cheek. CARLY SEELSTER (5) is always thereabouts so is a must for the exotics. LUCKY 

LIBBY (3) won well last start but will find this much stronger so place look's best. ALL ABOUT ALICE 

(4) and ANGKRISTY (8) would not surprise if got the right run in transit. 



TOP PICK : VANDER JENKINS (7) racing well so will be in the finish. 

DANGERS : MISS LIVELY (1) has drawn to improve here so give another chance so is a danger along 

with LIVIA DEGEROLSTEIN (6).                                                     

ROUGHIE : ANGKRISTY (8) gets a cheap run so is not the worst. 

RATINGS : 7 - 1 5 6 - 3 4 8 - 2 

 

RACE 4 : This is a very good C2/C3. CRANBRE (9) has done a super job in his three starts to date. He 

just keeps stepping up to the challenge so from his good trailing draw he is sure to take plenty of 

beating. KARALTA DAZZLER (2) draws ideally and look's the leader so will give them plenty to chase. 

ORIGINAL ART (3) was given every chance last start when got the perfect trip. He has always showed 

the ability so may go on with it now. NOTIMETOTHINK (4) has won his last two very well but he will 

find this much stronger so place look's best. WILLBE DOC (5) has had a little freshen up so can run a 

race at each way odds as can FLETCH DAVIS (6) who is resuming. GOOD BEGINNINGS (10) hit the line 

well last start so can run a race at odds. ALL ABOUT MOD (1) , MUSSLEROE BAY (8) and OSCAR 

BLAKEDON (11) are all capable of sneaking a minor first four spot at odds. 

TOP PICK : CRANBRE (9) is the one to beat. 

DANGERS : KARALTA DAZZLER (2) from the draw is a danger along with ORIGINAL ART (3). 

ROUGHIE : GOOD BEGINNINGS (10) with the right run has a sneaky chance. 

RATINGS : 9 - 2 3 6 - 4 5 10 - 1 8 11 - 7 

 

RACE  5 : This is a very good C4/C6. CLAMOROUS (7) was a little disappointing  last start.He is a 

quality type so I'm happy to give him another chance despite his hard draw. EL JAYS MAGIC (9) is a 

stable mate who is in career best form. She draws to get a good run through early so she can make 

her own luck so is a danger. ANINCHOFHISLIFE (1) has drawn ideally so will have options so is a good 

winning hope. CISKEI (3) showed he is getting back to his best after his latest run so has to be 

included. MELOLYN (6) was disappointing when resuming after having every chance. He would be a 

short priced favourite on his form of six months ago but I'm just not sure were he is at the moment. 

PUNT ROAD DISCO (5) and DELIVERTHEGOODS (10) can sneak a minor placing at odds. 

TOP PICK : CLAMOROUS (7) will be the hardest to beat. 

DANGERS : EL JAYS MAGIC (9) is the obvious danger along with CISKEI (3). 

ROUGHIE : PUNT ROAD DISCO (5) can place at odds. 

RATINGS : 7 - 1 3 6 9 - 5 10 - 2 4 8 

 



RACE 6 : This is the claimer for the night. MELPARK MAESTRO (4) has been racing well in this class 

when he drops back to this grade. he draws well and will try and bully his way to the lead and if does 

they may not run him down. SAAB QUALITY (7) was a good winner last time so despite drawing wide 

is sure to take holding out. TISU TOOTA (8) is in career best form and he draws to get a good run 

through so will be a danger. LIVIN IT LOVIN IT (5) is better suited here so with the right run will be in 

the finish. SHANGHAI KNIGHT (3) is always thereabouts in these races so is a hope. MAYBE DOC (6) 

will find this much easier dropping back from open grade so he will take plenty of beating. BABES 

BOY BOB (2) is next best. 

TOP PICK : MELPARK MAESTRO (4) will be hard to beat. 

DANGERS : SAAB QUALITY (7) with a little luck is the danger along with MAYBE DOC (6). 

ROUGHIE : SHANGHAI KNIGHT (3) can run a race at odds. 

RATINGS : 4 - 6 7 8 - 3 5 - 2 - 1 

 

RACE 7 : This is an open discretionary. RIVERBOAT JASPER (5) showed a return back to his best last 

start winning well. The stand is a query as he has missed away in the past so the start will be crucial 

but with a safe beginning is the one to beat. RYKOV LEIS (3) is racing very well and he can step away 

well so if he lobbed on top will be hard to beat. BENEDICTION (7) is a very smart mare at her best. 

She has been off the scene for a while as they tried to breed from her so if she is anywhere near 

right she needs to be kept safe. FALCO PEREGRINUS (2) is well placed here so if he can recapture his 

form from Easter time he will be right in the finish. OUR CHAIN OF COMMAND (8) was very average 

when resuming so has little hope here from the 30m back mark. OUR MELS DREAM (6) has an each 

way hope at odds. 

TOP PICK : RYKOV LEIS (3) if pings to the lead will take catching. 

DANGERS : RIVERBOAT JASPER (5) just needs to step to be a huge danger along with BENEDICTION 

(7). 

ROUGHIE :  FALCO PEREGRINUS (2) can run a race at odds here. 

RATINGS :  3 - 5 7 - 2 6 - 8 - 1 4 

 

RACE 8 : This is a C1 or better stand to finish the night. MICKWILLREV (2) is a vert smart customer 

resuming and is very well placed. He will begin safely so is sure to take plenty of beating. HESA 

PROSPECT (5) was ok last start in where he led and only got grabbed in the concluding stages so with 

a safe beginning is a danger. MARGIN GIRL (7) does step safely but place look's best off the 20 metre 

mark unless there is a bit of trouble early. MAJOR CALLUM (6) is racing very well so with the right 

run has an each way chance. UNCLE BUZZ (1) and MISTER PINJARRA (8) can sneak a place at odds. 

TOP PICK : MICKWILLREV (2) should be winning here. 

DANGERS : HESA PROSPECT (5) is the danger along with MARGIN GIRL (7). 



ROUGHIE : MISTER PINJARRA (8) can run a race at odds. 

RATINGS : 2 - 5 - 1 6 7 8 - 3 4 

 

 

 


